

   Fifth Circuit 9½" page length brief format.
 
Golden "John" Storm
     Shannallin shaper/npc

PUBLIC APPEARANCE

	To Sh'rra's right are John & Ari Storm, a man and a woman who look very similar.  They 
could be brother and sister.  Both have blue-green eyes, lightly tanned skin, and gray-blond hair.  
Medium frames, heavy muscles, medium height. 

	Ari seems in movement even when still.  A hawk sits on a perch in their corner of the alcove.  
They wear a mix of tropical wool, cotton shirts and leather shoes.  She is dressed in a blue chambray 
shirt and pleated blue tropical wool skirt, he in tan worsted pants and a blue cotton knit shirt.  The 
only anomaly about them is that they both wear gloves.  Hers reflect the light with cloth of gold, his 
are leather.(2) (3) 

PRIVATE

	John Storm is a modern man infused by the essence of a Shannallin master shaper.  He is a 
direct blood descendant of the shaper and the one, of millions of descendants, most likely to have 
remained sane after the infusion.  He did.

	John is a mature, loving and very value oriented man.  He believes strongly in absolute right 
and wrong, good and evil.  John also believes that most people are children and that they are not 
responsible for their actions.  He can be surprisingly gentle and is unflinching and unflagging in his 
loyalties.

	At the same time his emotional responsiveness was increased by the infusion his control over 
his emotions was reduced.  There are times when it is hard to tell if emotions or intellect rule John.  
His anger is generally near the danger point if he takes his gloves off -- a powerful virtue of combat 
is bound into his flesh and can kill with a touch.  

NOTE

	John is an NPC.  His abilities and powers are at the higher levels for shaper magic as it is 
now practiced.  He is flexible, resourceful and has years of experience to draw on.

	Generally, John will be part of the National Response Team (NRT) or serving as an adjunct 
to the FBI.  He has been conscripted, though he would probably have served by his own choice.

	John attempts to make contact with Ari at least twice a day via magical means.  He is 
generally not in a position to intervene, but his resources and abilities can be used by the GM as a 
supplement or aid in moving the plot or providing rescue or added strength for the characters in 
sticky situations.  

	Interventions by John should be rare and the first the players should know of the possibility 
is when there is a situation where help is needed and John is unable to help.
Shannallin Precursor 100% both selves

Characteristics
STR  17       17         luck 3 + 9
CON  17 (+6)  23         immune to detect spells     
SIZ  14       14         tiger eyes, sees in dark
INT  26       26         two fire elementals
POW  36*      55         two earth elementals DEX  18       18         one air elemental
CHA  20 (+6)  26         special on water elementals (see below)
APP  20       20
EDU  19       19
SAN  140     140         Luck:  3 + 7 (patron:  the nine)
     (* add 19 from familiar for POW for POW v. POW struggles.)  
ACTION RANKS   
Walk           
Run            
Fly            
19 Hit Points  (+6)
Damage Bonus + 1d6
Elan:     6  (Grey Lord, Justice) (compatable with the nine)

SKILLS:
       
Noble
     Property 500,000 LB (in ship, see below)
     Credit 95%
     Weapon 140%     hand  (+20% with magical scarf)

Warrior
     Weapon 90%     scarf  (+20% with magical scarf)
     Weapon 80%     grapple
     Weapon 140%    dagger 
     Ride 82% 
     Property 500 LB     

Priest, Grey Lord
     Read/Write/Speak Common 144% 
     R/W/S Patios Shannallin 124%
     R/W/S Noble Shannallin 104%
     Plant Lore 104%
     First Aid 104%
     Persuade 70%

Other (5) 
     Pick Lock 65%
     Set/Disarm Trap 65%
     Navigate 91%
     Music Lore 91%
     Evaluate Treasure 91% 

Sorcery
     Elementals at 94%
     Demons at 94%
     Virtues at 97%
     Summon Elemental Ruler by Rhyme
     Beast Lords: (cats), (birds), (fish)
     Spells 93% (one spell ready per point of intelligence)

Max of 13 demons
Max of 13 Virtues

DEMONS

1    Demon Armor (usually wears)      Swirling Cloak (invisible)
Int 12    Shapeshifting
Siz 35    Cover up to 34 size points
Pow  3    Resists with pow 3, moves out of the way of demon 
          weapons that might harm it
Con 77    77 points of protection from mundane perils
    20    Special:  Invisible 

2    Demon Teleporter (usually at ship)
     Credit Card
STR  68   Siz points moved
CON  24   24 teleports
INT   7   Basic Int to understand commands
POW   5   Pow for passing barriers
DEX  42   130% chance of safe travel
CHA/SIZ 1

3    Demon Teleporter (saves for emergencies, can summon)
     Credit Card
STR  30   Siz points moved
CON  39   34 teleports (special, pacted, only six teleports)
INT   7   Basic Int to understand commands
POW  35   Pow for passing barriers
DEX  35   105% chance of safe travel
CHA/SIZ 1

4    Demon of Knowledge (usually carries)
     Credit Card
Int 108   % chance to know
Pow   3   % chance to find out
Con  36   hit points
5    Demon of Transportation (usually leaves at the ship)
     Roan Horse
STR  30   600km/hr speed
CON  38   38 hours non-stop
SIZ  30   Carry up to 30 siz points
INT  12   shapeshift
POW  19   Pow
DEX   9
CHA   9
          Is allowed to act as a free agent and often travels
     for its own enjoyment or amusement.

6    Demon of Transportation (often keeps near him)
     Magic Rug
STR  67   1340km/hr speed
CON  40   40 hours non-stop
SIZ  28   carry up to 28 siz points
INT   7   accept verbal instructions
POW   4
DEX   0  CHA   1

7    Demon Weapon (usually keeps in strong box in ship)
     brass knuckles // family heirloom
STR 140   d3+1 +14d6
CON   3 SIZ   1   Can be used in conjunction with scarf but not
INT   0   virtue of combat.
POW   3
DEX   0
CHA   0

8    Demon Weapon (usually wears wrapped around arm)
     Scarf/lock picks/gloves 
STR  40   4d6 damage + shape (can add to blows with hand)
CON   5
SIZ   3
INT  12   shapechanger
POW   7
DEX  80   +20% to hit (+1/4%)
CHA   0

9    Demon Armor (wears when he expects trouble)
     Arm Bracers/Shield
Int  12    Shapeshifting
Siz  14    Cover up to 14 size points
Pow  16    Resists with pow 16
Con  71    71 points of protection
     20    Special:  regenerates

10-11Demons of Desire    Old family retainers
     These are transmogrified individuals whom Golden Storm was
     able to save in the pre-time and who wished to be 
     transformed.  They are exceedingly loyal
     Crew of sailboat    
STR  18/10
CON  65/60   65/60 hit points in reserve
SIZ   6/06
INT  12   shapechanger
POW   4/17
DEX   2
CHA  20
     20   Special:  regenerates

12-13Demons of Combat/protection
     Crew of sailboat              
     These are transmogrified retainers.
STR  40/40     Both demons look like pale shadows
CON  20/15     in blue-green.  They are diligent
SIZ   8/ 6     sailors.
INT  12/ 7
POW  16/17
DEX  30/30
CHA   1/ 1
     20/30  special powers
for 12:  speed* & d6 CON drain 10m range
for 13:  regeneration & invisible
     12:  attack with 4d6 at 82%  SR *60/30/20/10/*1
     13:  attack for with 4d6 at 77%
     Use sea axes at same %damage for +2d6+2 damage

 VIRTUES

1    Virtue of Defense
     Bound to summoner in tattoos (no armor focus)
Pow  24   24 points of armor vs demons
          limited invulnerability vs normal weapons 
          (50% chance break normal weapon, 20 points armor)

2    Virtue of Attack 
     Bound into hand (usually wears glove on that hand)
Pow  24   kills demons and enemies on touch
Int  23   2xPow to con if resist touch

3    Virtue of Knowledge (always near him)
     Unembodied.  Usually summoned to replace contact lenses
Pow  24
Int  25   125% chance of knowing
Con  65   HUD display of relevant tracking data

4    Virtue of Knowledge
     Tutor
     Bound into Computer (at sailboat)

5    Virtue of Perfection
     Bound into Computer (at sailboat)

6    Virtue of Perfection
     Bound into Tiger (at sailboat)          
STR  40
CON  24
SIZ  24
INT   6
POW  18/24
DEX  24
CHA  20
hit points 36
see rules for skills/damage

7    Virtue of Perfection
     Bound to self
     +6 CHA
     +6 CON
     1 point of regeneration

8.   Virtue of Defense
     Bound to Child (at sailboat)
POW  16

9.   Virtue of Defense
     Bound to Child (at sailboat)
POW  16

10.  Virtue of Transport
     Bound to Sailboat   

11.  Virtue of Transport (usually carries)
     Gate to Sailboat      Main Saloon/credit card
INT  24   up to 24 transportees

12.  Virtue of Defense
     Bound to Sailboat
POW  21
INT  22

13.  Virtue of Defense
     Bound to Ari
     Limited Invulnerability
POW  18 vs demons/virtues
     20 vs normal weapons/50% chance to break

Familiar: Hawk 125 points
STR  30   d6+1 +3d6 attack
CON  24
SIZ   2
INT   7
POW  19 (is cumulative with John's POW for POW v. POW struggles)
DEX  24
CHA   9   
     10 Special Power:  sleep 10m range

	$750,000 in trust funds and Red Empire trading firm account $190,000 per year in tax free 
income in addition to Precursor property obtained from Golden Storm's pocket universe.

SAILBOAT <man-made, not a magical entity or creation>
     Made of translucent blue-green seaglass crystal
     95' Catamaran Sloop (6,500 sq ft internal space).
     Has the same abilities as a water elemental.  
     All powers/functions at x40 an elemental's.
     Can travel over or under water.
     Speed is 160d3 mph without wind (~480mph with virtue).

	The sailboat was Golden Storm's home.  John Storm has made it his home and his children 
live there, attended by demons and virtues.  John has a great deal of sorcerous power tied up in his 
family.

Recap:

Virtue of Knowledge                     
Tutor                                        
Bound into Computer (at sailboat)       

Virtue of Perfection              
Bound into Computer (at sailboat) 

Virtue of Transport
Bound to Sailboat             
                              
Virtue of Transport           
Gate to Sailboat                                                           
Main Saloon/credit card             
INT  24                       
up to 24 transportees          
                                                                  Virtue of Defense             
Bound to Sailboat             
POW  21                       
INT  22                       
                                
2 Demons of Desire                                          
2 Demons of Combat/protection 
Crew of sailboat              

Virtue of Perfection                    
Bound into Tiger (at sailboat)          
treat as a pet/guard for children

